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To that end, I propose the following taxonomy for use in describing packaging machinery.

       Function > Type > Level of automation > Package movement > Package orientation > Machine direction > Speed

Depending on the machine there may be additional nomenclature that will be appropriate.

Some of the above will not always apply. What the above taxonomy will do is provide a common

basis for describing packaging machinery.

  

One issue that has always bothered me is that machinery terms vary from builder to builder,

industry to industry and person to person. When people use the same word to describe two

different machines, misunderstandings can lead to costly mistakes. It is critical is that any

definition or terminology be used consistently and understood the same way by all concerned.

I’ve been working with packaging

machinery for longer than I want to

confess.
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Function

Function refers to the main, overall, function of the machine. It may be a filler, a capper, a case

packer or something else. It gives an immediate, if rough, description of what the machine will

be used for.

Type

Within each broad, functional, class there are numerous types of machine. Fillers include liquid

and solid types and within each of these are further subtypes such as volumetric and level or

cosmetic. A number of labeler types are in common use including pressure sensitive, hot and cold

glue, roll or sheet fed and sleeve.

Level of Automation

Level of automation refers to the amount of routine human intervention that is required.

Manual packaging machines may not even be considered to be machines by some. Rather they 

are aids to the operator in performing a packaging task. Examples include label dispensers or 

manual cap tighteners. The entire packaging operation is performed manually by the operator. 
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Semi-automatic packaging machines perform the packaging function but require routine 

intervention by an operator. Some labelers require the operator to place the package in a fixture 

and initiate the cycle to apply the label. The label application itself may be automatic and machine 

controlled nothing will happen without the operator place and remove the package.  

 

 

Case sealers, especially on lower speed lines, are another common example of a semi-automated 

machine. They require the operator to erect the case, manually close the lower flaps, load the 

product, close the upper flaps then push the case into the sealing section. 
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Fully automated machines require no routine operator intervention other than loading of 

components (caps, labels, cartons) and supplies (cold or hot glue) required to keep the machine 

operating.  

An automated cartoner receives and stages the package from the upstream process, commonly 

by conveyor. It opens the carton and inserts the product, possibly a leaflet or other component 

as well. It then closes the carton and discharges it to the next process. 

Package Movement

Some machines stop the package while it is being filled, capped, labeled etc.  These machines are

called “Intermittent Motion”. Other machines perform the same functions without stopping the

package. These machines are called “Continuous Motion”.

Generally speaking, continuous motion machines are used where higher speeds are desired. The 

few milliseconds seconds spent starting and stopping the package in an intermittent motion 

machine may not seem like much. Over the course of a day, it can add up to a significant loss of 

production, especially at higher speeds.  

Another drawback to intermittent motion machines occurs in the case of a liquid filler with 

widemouthed containers. The starting and stopping can cause the product to slosh around in the 

container and may result in spillage.  

Intermittent motion machines tend to be less mechanically complex than continuous motion 

machines of similar capabilities. Because they are less complex, they also tend to be less 

expensive for similar capacities.  

Package Flow

Some machines move the package through the machine in a straight or semi-straight, line,

generally on the same conveyor. Other machines move the package off the main conveyor and

into a circular turret. As the package rotates around the turret it is filled, labeled, cartoned or
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otherwise acted upon. Sometimes multiple operations may be performed on the same turret. 

Rotary labelers with multiple label applicators are common.  

 

This schematic shows a typical rotary machine layout. Bottles enter the machine single file on the 

conveyor and are captured by the timing screw. The timing screw separates the bottles and 

synchronizes them into the infeed starwheel. This starwheel transfers the bottles from the timing 

screw to the turret. Between the 9:00 o’clock and 3:00 o’clock position the bottles are acted 

upon. At about the 5:00 o’clock position, they transfer from the turret into the discharge 

starwheel and back to the conveyor.  

Velocity of the bottles is constant throughout the process. Some packaging lines may transfer the 

filler discharge directly to the capper infeed. Others may have a transfer timing screw between 

filler and capper. This is a continuous pitch timing screw that accepts the bottles from the filler 

discharge starwheel and, keeping them in synchronization, transfers them to the capper infeed 

starwheel. 

The transfer screw is in keeping with the rule that once the container is under control, it should 

be kept under control for the rest of the process.  
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Some rotary filler/capper combinations, such as on beverage lines, may run at speeds up to 2,500 

cans per minute.  

Intermittent motion rotary machines often have a similar layout. The main difference is that they 

will stop during filling. Since they are also lower speed, typically 150ppm or less, they may not 

need the infeed or discharge starwheel with containers transferring directly between conveyor 

and turret/starwheel.  

This picture shows a monobloc machine that fills, inserts a dropper cap, torques it and labels the 

bottle all on the same starwheel. 

 

 

Package Orientation

Some machines, such as cartoners, can be classified as vertical or horizontal. This is a function of

how the carton is handled and loaded in the machine.

A vertical cartoner erects the carton with the open end up. The erected carton, now closed on 

the bottom but not the top, passes to a loading station. Here operators, if semi-automatic, or a 

mechanism, if automatic, drop or place the product into the carton. After loading the carton is 

closed and discharged.  
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A horizontal cartoner erects the carton with the open ends to the sides, at right angles to the 

carton’s direction as it flows through the machine. Once erected, normally with both ends open, 

the carton passes to the loading section. Loading can be manual or automatic. 

The choice between horizontal and vertical will usually be based on the product to go into the 

package. Individual candy pieces can be poured into a vertical carton but would be hard to get 

into a horizontal carton.  

Machine Direction

Machine direction refers to the flow of the package through the machine. It is typically expressed

as right to left or left to right. This sounds simple but can lead to confusion. Usually the direction

is described based on operator position or the “front” of the machine. While this is clear in some

machines, it may not be clear in others. One way of determining the front of the machine is the

location of the main control panel. This works unless the panel is mounted on a swivel arm that

allows it to be moved to the other side of the machine.

Even more confusing can be the practice, by some machine builders, of describing a machine as 

“left-handed” or “right-handed”. Different machine builders use this term in different ways.  

When specifying any machine, it is always best to make a small sketch, however rough, to show 

infeed and outfeed position as well as normal operator and control panel position.  

Speed

Machine speed in the US is typically expressed as ppm (packages, products, parts, pieces per

minute). Occasionally it can be expressed as cpm for containers per minute. In general, cpm

should be avoided because it can be confused with cycles per minute.

Speed is measured by counting the number of products produced over a period of time (1-2 

minutes) then converting it to speed per minute. Generally, it does not consider whether all 

packages produced are good. Speed is generally measured when the machine is running 

continually with no stoppages during the measurement period.  
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In Europe and some other countries speed is often expressed in pph or products per hour. This is 

usually the same as ppm X 60. An issue with speed per hour is that it assumes that the machine 

will run continuously for an hour with no stoppages or bad product.  

Many machines produce more than one product at a time. A blister packing machine my run “6 

up” producing 6 blister packs per cycle. Intermittent motion fillers typically fill multiple bottles 

per cycle.  

This provides another speed to worry about. The 4-head filler that runs at 100ppm, has a cycle 

speed of 25 cpm or cycles per minute. Cycle time is useful speed measurement and is the inverse 

of cpm. In this example, cycle time is 60/25 or 2.4 seconds. Cycle time includes the time to get 

the bottles under the nozzles, the time spent actually filling and the time spent exiting the filled 

bottles and getting the next empty bottles under the nozzles again.  

Cycle time should be measured from the beginning of one cycle to the beginning of another. It 

can be measured from any point in a cycle but must be measured to the same point in a 

subsequent cycle.  

Some machines, such as conveyors or inkjet printers, are rated in linear rather than product 

speed. This is typically expressed as feet per minute (fpm) though it may also be expressed at 

times in inches, yards or meters per minute. In the case of the conveyor, this is the linear speed 

of the belt. It has nothing to do with packages per minute though if package spacing is consistent 

and known packages per minute can be calculated.  

One issue that often causes confusion is describing a speed as high or low. A low speed can filling 

line might run 800ppm with a high-speed line running 2,500ppm. A high speed pharmaceutical 

filling line might run 250ppm. Never use relative terms like high and low speed unless all parties 

know and agree on what they mean. It is always best to be specific and speak of speeds in specific 

ppm, fpm or similar terms as appropriate.  
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Conclusion
Using the taxonomy described above:

Function > Type > Level of automation > Package movement > Package orientation > Machine direction > Speed

A cartoning machine can be described as:
Cartoner > Hot glue sealing > Fully automatic > Continuous motion > Horizontal > Left to right > 200ppm

Not all of the terms in the above taxonomy will apply in every situation. In some cases, there may
be other factors that are not included above. The goal of this taxonomy is to provide a logical and
consistent way to describe packaging machinery. A consistent vocabulary will help avoid
miscommunication.


